
CHESS IN CONCERT ROLES
This is an extremely vocally demanding show for the entire cast, in particular principle 
roles.  Please be familiar with the vocal needs of the role for which you are auditioning. 
 
Florence Vassy
A strong, determined and success-driven woman in a male dominated society/sport. 
Chess playing second to Freddy (not common in the sport). They are also romantically 
involved.  Family separated and torn apart by political turmoil in Hungary during 1956. 
This has pushed Florence to be the best she can be and also to be with the best.    
To play 28-35
Strong belt to (E)

Anatoly Sergievsky
A Russian chess champion. Unexpectedly charming. He doesn't seem a romantic hero 
at first, but becomes one. An intelligent, feeling, passionate man who has achieved the 
success he desires in the sport, however not in other aspects of his life.
To play 28-35
Baritone (to G sharp)

Freddy Trumper
An American chess champion.  Arrogant and temperamental, but a game genius; his 
chess playing is revolutionary and has brought the sport to a wider audience on 
television, feeding his ego.  Many layers and emotional baggage is carried by Freddy.
To play 28-35
Rock tenor (to C)

The Arbiter
President of the International Chess Federation and referee of the Chess matches.  A 
strong man, not easily fooled, intolerant of those that do not respect the game and how 
the federation wants it portrayed to their Global market. Role is narrator at points during 
the production.  
Actor need to be strong in dance in addition to vocals.
To play 25-45
Rock high tenor/high baritone (up to A)

Svetlana Sergievsky
Anatoly's wife. Domestic, wholesome, held back. A dramatic contrast to Florence - not a 
contemporary cosmopolitan, but very endearing.  While controlled by the authorities, is 
in love with Anatoly and will do all she can to keep her family together.
Role requires a Russian dialect.
To play 28-40
(Mezzo/Belt)

Alexander Molokov
Intellectually formidable and fiercely patriotic. He is Anatoly’s advisor—in addition to 
being a KGB agent.  A born manipulator of others who is an expert at tugging the right 
heart strings to get what he wants.  The pleasure he takes from these deeds is an 
added personal bonus.
Role requires Russian dialect.
To play 30-50
Bass (down to F sharp)



Walter de Courcey
A marketing agent. Seemingly respectable, substantial and trustworthy, however there 
is more to him and his connection with the government agencies.
To play 30-50
Bass-Baritone (down to G sharp)

Other Roles:

Young Florence
At the beginning of the show we see a young Florence (6-14 yrs) with her father, who 
explains the game he expertly knows. Young Florence is sweet, sees the value in the 
game and most of all adores her father.

Gregor Vassy
Gregor is a kind and loving father, a widow. Baritone-Tenor, middle age. 
At the top of the show Gregor Vassy, calmly explains to his young daughter, Florence, 
the game and purpose of chess. The two are later separated in the midst of a violent 
uprising in Budapest. It is expected (but unknown) if the Russians have him in prison or 
killed him. Gregor reappears at the end of the show thanks to Anatoly’s selfless act of 
returning to Russia in order to free Florence’s father. 

Press Reporters
A group of (6-8) reporters that appear throughout the show.  Some solo lines included, 
strong movement and ability to handle intricate vocal timing.
 
Dance Troupe:
Strong group of 6-8 dancers to lead choreography in 8-10 production numbers including 
(The Arbiter, Chess games, One night in Bangkok)
 
Embassy Civil Servants
Comedic, barbershop style group. Strong vocals, comedic timing and dance ability.
 
Choral Ensemble
Up to a 25 person chorus singing complex and beautiful music on stage. Ability to hold 
vocal harmony is essential. Teens and adults only.



CHILDREN OF EDEN ROLES
Feature roles in Act I double as characters in Act II. 

ABEL / HAM  
Abel: Cain's younger and more conservative brother who follows the “rules”. He 
chooses his parents over Cain.  
Ham: Japeth's middle brother and Aphra’s husband. He is not as docile as Japheth, nor 
as hot headed as Shem. Looks up to and follows Shem’s lead.  
Male, 18-30 yrs old  
Range: B3 - G5  

ADAM / NOAH  
Adam: Eve's bright and childlike partner. He is initially devout to Father and loving to his 
wife & children. Later plagued by guilt. Hard-working and reserved.  
Noah: Rough but simple. He is unsophisticated and shrewd, but also warm and loyal. 
He builds the ark to save his family and honor Father.  
Male, 25-35 yrs old  
Range: A3 - A5  

APHRA  
Ham’s pregnant wife. Longs for the flood to be over and is constantly worrying.  
Female, 20-30 yrs old  
Range: B3 - E5  

AYSHA  
Shem’s wife. Cynically bitter and constantly accusing those aboard the ark.  
Female, 20-30 yrs old  
Range: B3 - E5  

CAIN / JAPHETH  
Cain: Abel's older, adventurous brother. Follows in his mother’s footsteps and longs for 
the companionship of other humans. He is strong, stubborn, and independent.  
Japeth: in love with Yonah and is willing to sacrifice his life to be with her. He is Noah's 
youngest son. Clever, rebellious, stubborn.  
Male, 18-30 yrs old  
Range: B3 - A5  

EVE / MAMA  
Eve: curious and questioning, smart and excited. Chose an imperfect life of knowledge 
over a perfect life of innocence.  
Mama: Noah's wife and inherently motherly. She possesses a gentle strength, is 
reassuring, and serves as the mediator of the family.  
Female, 25-38 yrs old  
Range: G3 - A5  

FATHER  
A true father figure. Protective and loving, doing what he believes to be best for his 
children. 
Male, 35-55 yrs old  
Range: G3 - A5  



SETH / SHEM  
Seth: Adam and Eve’s third son and their family's second chance at life. He is innocently 
adventurous. Shem: the oldest of Noah's three sons. Married to Aysha, he is impulsive, 
strong, and hot-tempered.  
Male, 20-30 yrs old  
Range: B3 - E5  

YONAH  
Noah’s servant who falls in love with Japheth and becomes his wife. A descendent of 
Cain. She is strong, yet humble, kind, and smart.  
Female, 20-30 yrs old  
Range: G3 - G5  

YOUNG ABEL The younger of the two brothers. Favors his father in personality. 
Obedient and devout.  
Male, 8-11 yrs old  
Range: B3 - D5  

YOUNG CAIN  
The older of the two brothers. Is curious and questioning like his mother. Intense.  
Male, 10-13 yrs old  
Range: B3 - D5 

ENSEMBLE FAMILY MEMBERS; CHILDREN; STORYTELLERS 
A chorus of all ages with featured step out solos.  
 


